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Secretar/ of the Cc==ission
Att: ocketing and Service Section
US Nuclear Regulator / Co==issics
'Jashington, IC 20555

"he felleving ce==ents eencerning Fegulatorf Guide 1.35, pretesed Fevision 3,
" Inservice Inspection of Ungreuted "'ende:.s in Prestressed Cencrate Centain=ent
Structures", and prepcsed Regulator / Guide 1.35.1, " Deter =ining Prestressing
Forces for Inspection of Pnstressed Cencrete Centain=enta", are presented for
your consideration:

Reculatorr Guide 1.35

1. Pase k, parseranh 2 - It is suggested that the 5% 11:10 for discrepan-
eies in tenden grease be deleted; Isaks are easily detected by period-

ic visual inspections or =anifest the=selves during refilling operations.
Therefore, a careful censum=ent of the a=ounts of grease recoved and
injected is not necessarf.

Faeulatorf Guide 1. 35.1

1. Pace 10, paraench k and fellevine - Se nagnitude of the variatiens
used for shrinkage strain, creep strain and relaxatics is not support-
ed by any refenneed data or calculatiens. Perefore, the variation
percentages appear to be arbitrsrf. It is suggested that values for
these variatica percenteges be chosen based en referencable analytical
work, statistical data or industr/ experience.

2. Pace 25, Sectien 1.2 - It appears to be unnecessary to single cut a
specific incident, plant or supplier as justification for the creatics
of this Pegulater/ Guide. If the referenced incident vere the only
difficulty to have been experienced, it vould seem unlikely that the
creation of a new guide vould be varranted.

?lesse consider these ec==ents in future actions cencerning this guide.
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Oavid ? Hof.^.an
Assistant Nuclear Licensing Administrator
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